519 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was founded on?
   ➢ 27 December 1945

520 The D-8 is an organization of eight _______ countries.
   ➢ Developing

521 The European Union’s working capital is in?
   ➢ Brussels

522 The headquarter of NATO is located in?
   ➢ Brussels

523 The motto of UNO is?
   ➢ It’s your world!

524 The world’s highest mountain is in?
   ➢ Nepal

525 The headquarter of Red Cross is in?
   ➢ Geneva

526 World Trade Organization was established in?
   ➢ 1995

527 The North Atlantic treaty (NATO) was signed in?
   ➢ 1949

528 Which country, on the map of world, appears as “Long Shoe”?
   ➢ Italy

529 Which from the following countries is NOT a member of D-8?
   ➢ India

530 The largest ocean of the world is?
   ➢ Pacific

531 What is the capital of Vietnam?
   ➢ Hanoi

532 Hitler party which came into power in 1933 is known as?
   ➢ Nazi Party

533 For which of the following disciplines is Nobel Prize awarded?
   ➢ Physics and Chemistry
   ➢ Physiology or Medicine
   ➢ Literature, Peace and Economics

534 Garampani sanctuary is located at?
   ➢ Diphu, Assam

535 Eritrea, which became the 182nd member of the UN in 1993, is in the continent of
   ➢ Africa
706  In 1976, Israeli troops stormed a hijacked plane at which Ugandan airport?  
    ✪ Entebbe

707  What is the name of the large salty lake which lies between Israel and Jordan?  
    ✪ Dead Sea

708  In which sport is the term 'hookcheck' often used?  
    ✪ Ice hockey

709  Which river flows through the Sea of Galilee?  
    ✪ River Jordan

710  Gatun Lake is part of which canal?  
    ✪ Panama Canal

711  In US politics, who carries the nickname 'the Veep'?  
    ✪ Vice-President

712  Which is Australia's largest city by population?  
    ✪ Sydney

713  How many squares has a chessboard?  
    ✪ 64

714  What color is the ball worth three points in snooker?  
    ✪ Green

715  Which country is the most popular destination for foreign tourists?  
    ✪ France

716  The Flathead Lake Monster is said to exist in which US state?  
    ✪ Montana

717  Who wrote Arms and the Man and Man and Superman?  
    ✪ George Bernard Shaw

718  Which US president was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth?  
    ✪ Abraham Lincoln

719  What sort of creature is a hairstreak?  
    ✪ Butterfly

720  What number is between five and one on a dartboard?  
    ✪ 20

721  Which continent comprises the land around the South Pole?  
    ✪ Antarctica

722  Which English romantic poet wrote Endymion?  
    ✪ John Keats

723  Which bird with a distinctive call lays its eggs in the nests of other birds?  
    ✪ Cuckoo
724  Who was the first Emperor in China?
   ➜ Qin Shi Huagdi

725  Which body of water separates the North Island and South Island of New Zealand?
   ➜ Cook Strait

726  To which country did the DC-10 belong which exploded in air over Niger on September 19, 1989?
   ➜ France

727  On which sea is the island of Corfu situated?
   ➜ Adriatic Sea

728  What was the United States largest single land acquisition?
   ➜ Louisiana Purchase

729  What is the second largest desert in the world after the Sahara desert?
   ➜ Arabian Desert

730  What country was Band Aid's 1984 record produced to raise money for?
   ➜ Ethiopia

731  For the Olympics and World Tournaments, the dimensions of basketball court are?
   ➜ 28 m x 15 m

732  Each year World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day is celebrated on?
   ➜ May 8

733  Who was the first U.S. President who was not from Massachusetts or Virginia
   ➜ Andrew Jackson

734  Federation Cup, World Cup, Delrayen International Trophy and Challenge Cup are awarded to winners of?
   ➜ Volleyball

735  Famous sculptures depicting art of love built some time in 950 AD - 1050 AD are?
   ➜ Khajuraho temples

736  In what state is the geographic center of the United States located?
   ➜ South Dakota

737  Fire temple is the place of worship of which of the following religion?
   ➜ Zoroastrianism (Parsi Religion)

738  Who was the first cartoonist to win a Pulitzer Prize for a comic strip?
   ➜ Garry Trudeau

739  Georgia, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan became the members of UNO in?
   ➜ 1992

740  Germany signed the Armistice Treaty on ____ and World War I ended?
   ➜ November 11, 1918
820 Which country grows the most potatoes?
   ✅ Russia

821 What language has the most words?
   ✅ English

822 What is the smallest state of?
   ✅ Australia-Tasmania

823 Paris and What other capital had the worlds first telephone link?
   ✅ Brussels

824 What is the largest country in Africa?
   ✅ Sudan

825 What was the worlds first passenger jet aircraft?
   ✅ Comet

826 In what city was the worlds first blood bank opened 1940-New York?
   ✅ Richard Charles Drew

827 What county first used pepper?
   ✅ China

828 What is the oldest known science?
   ✅ Astronomy

829 What is the last element?
   ✅ Alphabetically-Zirconium

830 What is the worlds most popular first name?
   ✅ Muhammad

831 What is the fastest swimming ocean fish over 60 mph-Sailfish?
   ✅ Marlin

832 People’s republic of china has the largest?
   ✅ Army of the world.

833 The largest tides of the world occur in Bay of fundy?
   ✅ Canada

834 Sudan is the largest country in?
   ✅ Africa.

   Mumbai is the most populous city of?
   ✅ India

835 Khan Mehtarzai is the highest railway station in?
   ✅ Asia.

836 Maximum quantities of diamonds are found in?
853 Which country makes the most films per year?
答：India

854 What’s the world’s longest rail journey made no train change?
答：Moscow-Peking

855 What was the first sport to be filmed?
答：Boxing by Thomas Edison 1894

856 Name the first film to have its sequel released in the same year?
答：King Kong – Son of Kong

857 What cities underground has the most stations?
答：New York

858 First man to set foot on all five continents?
答：Captain Cook

860 Who was the pilot in the first fatal air crash?
答：Orville Wright

861 Where was the world’s first oil well drilled?
答：Pennsylvania

862 What country drink the most milk per capita?
答：Iceland

863 What country consumes the most fish per capita?
答：Japan

864 What was the first country to recognize the US as independent?
答：Morocco

865 On what are the world’s smallest paintings painted?
答：Pin Heads

866 Who was the first person to wear a wristwatch?
答：Queen Elizabeth 1st

867 Largest coral formation is The Great Barrier Reef?
答：Australia

868 Longest corridor is?
答：Ramesh waram temple corridor.

869 Highest country is?
答：China (Tibet region).

870 Largest country by population is?
答：China.

871 Largest country by area is?